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Abstract
In spring 2006, the excavation team of the Free University of Berlin in cooperation with the German
Institute of Archaeology, Cairo continued its work in the Old Kingdom cemetery areas east of the
Red Pyramid. Of great importance was the find of a fragment of the bottom slab of an Old Kingdom
statuette belonging to a royal wab-priest and confirming our interpretation that the inhabitants of the
pyramid town of the Red Pyramid were buried in this cemetery. The burials of two large family
mastabas (DAM 8/2 and DAM 8/17) of the later 4th and 5th Dynasties were excavated and found
mostly undisturbed. The small burial chambers contained burials in wooden coffins. The main
burial DAM 8/17-8 contained a pottery plate and a dozen model pottery offering dishes. In contrast,
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the minor burials generally did not have grave goods at all. In the burial shafts remains of rituals
could be observed. The magnetometric survey was continued on the southern slope of the wadi
cemetery. A dense occupation of mudbrick mastabas of the 6th Dynasty became visible to the south
east, whereas the western part is occupied by two larger tombs of the earlier Old Kingdom. Here the
tomb of prince Ka-nefer which was already excavated by de Morgan in 1895 could be identified.
The excavation in the area around the mastaba of Ipi at the lake of Dahshur was completed. The
burial shafts of these 5th to 6th Dynasty mastabas were already excavated by Ch.A. Muses. A
survey of Middle Kingdom monuments concentrated on the region around the pyramid of Khendjer
and on the region south of the pyramid of Ameni-Qemau. Large elite cemeteries containing shaft
tombs and pyramid substructures of the 13th Dynasties could be documented.

Introduction
The excavations of the Free University (Berlin) in cooperation with the German Institute of
Archaeology, Cairo (1) and funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) at Dahshur
were continued from February, 25th until April, 10th 2006 (2). The work focused on excavation of
the Old Kingdom necropolis east of the Red Pyramid. A survey of Middle Kingdom monuments
was carried out in the very north and south of Dahshur.

Excavations in the cemetery in the wadi east of the Red Pyramid
In the cemetery located in the wadi to the east of the Red Pyramid, work was continued on the
excavation area uncovered during the last season (Pl. 1, Fig. 1). The overall layout of the cemetery
with densely organised large and middle sized family tombs with four and up to ten square shafts
each morphologically, chronologically and sociologically resembles the so called Minor Cemetery
in Giza, which dates to the later 4th and 5th Dynasties (3).
Of special importance for our knowlege of who was buried in these tombs is the find of a
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fragment of the bottom slab of an Old Kingdom statuette in shaft DAM 8/2-2 (Pl. 2). The slab is
inscribed with the name and the title of its owner, a royal wab-priest named K3=(j)-hr-Pth. This

Fig. 1: Map of the excavated area in the cemetery of the Old Kingdom mastabas in the wâdi east of the Red
Pyramid.

find perfectly confirms the interpretation that the tombs in the cemetery belonged to the inhabitants
of the pyramid town of the Red Pyramid, above all the priests of the funerary cult of King Sneferu.
The superstructures of the Old Kingdom mudbrick mastaba tombs were already uncovered
in the last season. This season was therefore devoted to the excavation of substructures.
In the large mastaba DAM 8/2 we continued the excavation of the burial shafts. Four shafts
were excavated, all of them containing disturbed burials, fragments of bones and wood from
destroyed coffins.
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The large mastaba DAM 8/17 (17.80 x 8.00 m, 142 m²) contains ten shafts of which seven

Pl. 1: View over the Old Kingdom mastabas of the wâdi cemetery from northwest.

Pl. 2: Fragment of a statuette of a royal priest
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Pl. 3: Remains of a burial in shaft DAM 8/17-8 on a layer of pebbles.

were excavated. In three of them, among them the main shaft of the mastaba, undisturbed burials
were found. The main shaft (DAM 8/17-8) was 9 metres deep and contained a completely destroyed
burial of a man in a decayed wooden coffin which was set, curiously, on a thick bedding of desert
pebbles (Pl. 3). Trenches at the edges of the burial chamber prove that the builders of the chamber
originally had the plan to dig deeper and that they wanted to check the solidness of the ground. It
seems that the builders of the chambers had the impression that the ground was not solid enough to
dig deeper and they therefore tried to stabilize the floor with a filling of pebbles. The burial DAM
8/17-8 was accompanied by a broken pottery plate and a set of 15 model pottery offering dishes (Pl.
4). One minor burial in the northern part of this mastaba (DAM 8/17-7) was, due to its location in a
shallow and dry shaft, still well preserved (Pl. 5). The shaft was only 3 m deep the small burial
chamber was located to the north. It contained a simple wooden box with the contracted skeleton of
a woman. The burial was undisturbed but contained no grave goods, as it could be observed also in
the burials in the previous season.
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Pl. 4: Plate and model offering dishes of the burial DAM 8/17-8

The burial of one miniature mastaba was examined (DAM 8/5). The small (0.60 x 0.38 m and 0.36
m high) mudbrick mastaba was equipped with a simple offering-niche to the south of its eastern
side. The superstructure was a solid construction of mudbricks. The substructure can be described as
small rectangular mudbrick-lined pit with a pent roof. The pit contained the contracted burial of a
small child in a basket (Pl. 6). Apart from three fayence beads which should have served as
protective amulets and which the child once wore as necklace, the burial did not contain further
grave goods. The construction pit contained, however, several miniature pottery dishes.
As it was already the case in former years, interesting remains of rituals could be observed
in several undisturbed shafts in this cemetery. On the bottom of the shaft DAM 8/17-7 and in front
of the closed mudbrick door of the burial chamber, a bread mould and a burned reed were found.
Furthermore the sherds of a bread-mould and a jar were discovered on the bottom of the shaft DAM
8/17-2 and another bread mould was deposited on the bottom of the shaft in front of the burial
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Pl. 5: Well preserved burial in chamber DAM 8/17-7

Pl. 6: Burial of a child in a basket under the miniature mastaba DAM 8/5
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chamber of shaft DAM 8/2-8. The pots in shaft DAM 8/17-2 contained burned material. A beer jar
filled with ashes and two miniature plates were found in the upper part of the filling of shaft DAM
8/17-10. Interestingly, beer jars with ashes were also found in other Old Kingdom cemeteries. The
analysis of the ashes in the beer jars of the tomb of Merefnebef at Saqqara showed that they
contained bones and remains of grain, fruit and flowers. These plants most probably were burned
during the burial ceremony and were afterwards intentionally deposited in the burial shaft, in order
to keep the remains and to prove that an offering ritual including a pyre was executed (4). All in all
we can distinguish between rituals which were executed by priests at the bottom of the shafts, i.e.
the offering ritual or the ritual of closing the tomb chamber and burial rituals which were executed
outside the mastaba and where the remains were afterwards deposited in the shafts.
To sum up we can state that our work in the wadi cemetery in the season of 2006 completed
our knowledge of the burial customs in these tombs. The excavation of the burials of two large
mastabas of the later 4th and 5th Dynasties (DAM 8/2 and DAM 8/17) gave an idea about the
overall occupation of these family tombs. Of special importance is that we are able to distinguish
between main and subsidiary burials. Interestingly the main burial (DAM 8/17-8) was equipped
with offering pottery. The minor burials, by contrast, did not contain any grave goods. This can be
stated with certainty due to the perfect preservation of the undisturbed minor burial DAM 8/17-7.
Due to its location in a shallow and dry shaft, one can definitifely exclude that it once contained
grave goods. Pottery, ashes, carcoal and reed which could be observed regularly in the filling and on
the bottom of the shafts supply us with important information about ritual activities. Of great
importance was the find of a fragment of the bottom slab of an Old Kingdom statuette belonging to
a royal wab-priest, because ist confirms our interpretation that the inhabitants of the northern
pyramid town were buried in this cemetery.
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Caesium-magnetometry in the cemetery in the wadi east of the Red Pyramid
H. Becker executed a magnetometric survey of the necropolis area in the wadi cemetery (5). His
work concentrated on the southern slope of the wadi adjoining to the site of the pyramid of
Amenemhat II and the cemetery of Old Kingdom mastabas excavated by J. de Morgan in 1895 (Pl.
7). The survey was highly successful in demonstrating that there are additional large areas of Old
Kingdom cemetery occupation in the southern part of the wadi. Three groups of small and middlesized mastaba tombs can be discerned to the northeast. The shafts are organized in dense northsouth oriented rows. With the help of the pottery which was found lying on the surface it was
possible to ascertain that these areas hold tombs of the late Old Kingdom (6th Dynasty).
To the northwest two large tombs are clearly visible. The larger tomb of the two can be
identified as the well known mastaba of Ka-nefer excavated by de Morgan (6). The tomb was
according to its general position in the cemetery already identified during the 1997 survey and
numbered as DAM 15 (7). The identification of the mastaba with the tomb of Ka-nefer is now
proved because the tomb visible on the geomagnetic map is a filled mudbrick mastaba with a size of
about 40 x 22 m and this corresponds with the plan of Ka-nefer´s tomb published by de Morgan. A
closer comparison between de Morgan´s plan and the geomagnetic map shows some differences
however. The magnetometeric plan shows a mastaba with an almost trapezoid and not rectangular
plan. Furthermore the three square shafts are situated further to the north than it was indicated by de
Morgan. The white dots along the eastern mastaba-front are most probably shafts (8). The dating of
the tomb is a matter of debate (9). The tomb-owner Ka-nefer was a son of Sneferu who served as a
priest of Sneferu and as jmj-r3 of his pyramid Hcj-Snfrw. In de Morgan´s time the tomb was still
equipped with a decorated false-door and two offering-tables. The false door (BM 1324, Louvre E
11 286) is dedicated to Ka-nefer by his son Ka-wab, the offering-table (BM 1345) is dedicated to
him by another son who was also called Ka-nefer. Iconographically and stylistically these
monuments can be dated to the reign of Khaef-Ra (10). Due to the fact that Ka-nefer most probably
9

Pl. 7: Magnetometer map of the wâdi cemetery

died later than his father King Sneferu and that Ka-nefer´s sons equipped his tomb with decorated
monuments after his death, it can be concluded that the tomb was built and equipped two
generations later than the reign of Sneferu and most probably dates to the reign of Khaef-Ra.
All in all the combination of magnetometry and a survey of the surface pottery remains make
clear that the wadi cemetery developed chronologically from west to east and from the center to the
southern wadi slope. As far as we can tell at the moment the cemetery was occupied from the
middle of the 4 th until the 6 th Dynasty.

Excavations in the cemetery around the mastaba of Ipi near the lake of Dahshur
In the period from March, 13th, until April, 1st the excavation in the area around the mastaba of Ipi,
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a musician and priest King Sneferu´s court at the lake of Dahshur was completed (11). Here, two
mudbrick mastabas (DAS 8d and DAS 8f) to the west of Ipi´s tomb together with their shafts were
excavated and mapped. All seven shafts had been cleared already by Ch.A. Muses in 1957. Only
scattered remains of the skeletons and some pottery fragments remained. Furthermore one deep
shaft (DAS 8c S2) was excavated. Although this shaft also had been already investigated before,
parts of the skeleton and pottery fragments, clearly dating to the 6th Dynasty, remained in the shaft
and the burial chamber. One shallow pit burial to the southwest of Ipi´s mastaba (G 16) has a small
loculus to the west and was discovered untouched with a contracted burial of a woman but no grave
goods. The material shows that the mastabas sourrounding Ipi´s tomb date to the 5th and 6th
Dynasties.

Survey of Middle Kingdom Monuments in the Necropolis of Dahshur
In continuation of the previous surveys by the German Institute of Archaeology, Cairo and the Free
University of Berlin, two new areas were investigated. A survey was conducted in the north of
Dahshur, in the area of the two pyramids of the 13th Dynasty (Khendjer and “unfinished pramid”)
Fig. 2), and in Dahshur South, in the area between the Pyramid of Ameny-Qemau and the Pyramid
of Mazghuna South (Fig. 4). In the course of this research, various new 13th Dynasty monuments pyramids and elite tombs - were mapped.

Survey in the Area of the Pyramid of Khendjer and the “Unfinished Pyramid“
The area is dominated by the remains of two 13th Dynasty monuments, the pyramid of Khendjer and
the “unfinished pyramid”, which were excavated by G. Jéquier 1929-1931 (Fig. 2) (12). Jéquier’s
investigation focussed on these monuments, yet the remains of a further pyramid to the southwest of
the “unfinished pyramid” and sizeable monuments to the north of the Pyramid of Khendjer are
visible on satellite images (13).
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Fig. 2: Map of the surveyed area of Dahshur North/Saqqara South. Detail of the map Le Caire, 1:5000, 1977,
H-24; plans of the Khendjer pyramid and the “unfinished pyramid” are based on G. Jéquier 1933, pl. 1.
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The focus of the survey was threefold: Firstly, to understand the nature of these monuments
not discussed by Jéquier; secondly, to create a map (1:1000) of the whole area in order to
understand the relationship between these monuments; thirdly, to attempt to date the uses of the area
with the help of surface pottery. For the survey, the area was divided into horizontal sections
running east-west and numbered from north to south. The whole area is covered with small and
generally very shallow pits, among which smaller heaps are interspersed. However, various large
constructions stand out.
100 m north of the northern enclosure wall of the Khendjer Pyramid complex is a large
shallow rectangular pit with rounded corners, filled with fine sand (Saqqara South 3). The pit
measures about 25 x 20 m internally and is surrounded by heaps, around 2 m wide, containing sandy
material with some traces of degenerated mud brick and some limestone chips. The pit can be
entered via a narrow corridor from the east. It represents the substructure of a pyramid filled up with
sand. The construction of this monument seems to have been abandoned at an early stage.
The area between the southern border of this structure and the Khendjer enclosure was
termed Saqqara South 4. Here the remains of three large shallow pits surrounded by subtantial heaps
of sand with limestone chips and sometimes also fragments of rose granite and quartzite could be
found. The three large pits are most likely the remains of elite funerary monuments, possibly
mastabas.
Saqqara South 5 encompasses the Pyramid of Khendjer up to the northern border of the
complex of the “unfinished pyramid”. The area is covered with Jéquier’s ramps, but many finds
remain on the surface, mainly 13th Dynasty pottery such as fragments of beer jars of Nile C, Marl C
zîrs and hemispherical cups of fine Nile clay (Fig. 4.1). A fragment of the face of a private statue of
a man, in hard black stone, was found lying on the east side of the pyramid (Pl. 8). In the area of the
north chapel the remains of a very fine quartzite stela were found. This was mentioned by Jéquier,
but as the small fragments could not be joined to reconstruct a text, he did not publish any of it. To
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Pl. 8: Fragment of a face of a Middle Kingdom private statue, pyramid of Khendjer

Pl. 9: Dahshur North/Saqqara South 7, facing west.
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the south of Khendjer’s pyramid lie two large constructions not mentioned by Jéquier, but already
visible on Lepsius’ map (14). The north-eastern one, Saqqara South 5/1, consists of a shallow sandy
pit of about 6.8 x 7.6 m. It is surrounded by masses of limestone chips, extending for over 10 m to
the south, and also containing many quartzite fragments. To the southwest lies Saqqara South 5/2, a
pit measuring about 16 x 12 m. Rims of thin walled hemispherical cups, beer jars and a ring stand
were found and confirm a 13th Dynasty date.
The section delineated by the northern and southern border of the complex of the unfinished
pyramid was termed Saqqara South 6. Again substantial amounts of 13th Dynasty pottery sherds
were found on the surface. In addition, both Old Kingdom and New Kingdom sherds were identified
in the whole area. The former could originate from the late OK cemetery mentioned by Jéquier or
fragments had been used in the 13th Dynasty mud bricks. The New Kingdom sherds belong to the
18th Dynasty cemetery covering the area. This cemetery was described, but not mapped, by Jéquier.
He emphasised the non-elite character of the tombs, thus it is likely that many of the smaller pits can
be associated with these NK graves and it is unlikely that any of the large, elaborate constructions
might be associated with this phase.
About 50 m southeast of Saqqara South 6 (the “unfinished pyramid”) lies the pyramid
clearly visible on satellite images, Saqqara South 7. It consists of a central sandy depression, about
25 x 28 m, entered from the east through a corridor (Pl. 9). The outlines of the massive heaps
surrounding this depression measure about 55 x 55 m, possibly reflecting an original length of 52.5
m or 100 cubits, the measurements of the pyramids of Khendjer, Ameny-Qemau and MazghunaSouth. Near the north-eastern corner of this pyramid, a heap of large quartzite fragments has been
deposited, probably originating from the substructure, possibly the sarcophagus chamber. The
pottery found in this area, primarily rims of beer jars, confirms a 13th Dynasty date (Fig. 4.2).
At a distance of 200 to 300 m west of the pyramids of Saqqara South 6 and 7, along a
shallow wâdi running northeast to southwest, remains of a large elite cemetery were found. This
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area was named Saqqara South 8. It is cut off in the south by the train tracks running northeast
southwest. Next to these tracks a large quartzite sarcophagus lies on its side, most likely from one of
these tombs. The southernmost construction (Saqqara South 8/9) is the best preserved. It is a mud
brick mastaba with limestone casing measuring about 10.4 x 16.8 m and oriented north south.
Rectangular shafts lie to the south, west and north of the mastaba; the southern shaft is cut by the
trench built for the train tracks, thus showing that it is vertical and at least 10 m deep. Continuing
northwest about 25 round sandy pits can be made out, surrounded by circular heaps of material. The
pits range in size from about 7 to 12 m in diameter represent the sand filled tops of shafts, while of
the superstructures no architecture could be discerned. Pottery is found in small quantities on the
surface, generally rims of beer jars, zîrs, and a footed dish, confirming a 13th Dynasty date (Fig. 4.3).
In summary, this area can be considered both a large royal and an elite funerary centre of the
13th Dynasty. The elite tombs - the first identified in the area for the 13th Dynasty - are found both
closely associated with royal structures and at a distance in the west.

Survey in the Area South of the Pyramid of Ameny-Qemau
The area of the pyramid of Ameny-Qemau constituted the southern border of the survey conducted
in 1997 (15). As the area south had never before been investigated, it was decided to fill the gap
between Ameny-Qemau and the pyramids of Mazghuna (about 1.5 km till Mazghuna N and 2.1 km
till Mazghuna S) (Fig. 3).
South of the lake of Dahshur the desert plateau ends in the east in narrow, finger-like ridges
with slender wâdis in between. The finger tips of these hilltops lead to the very edge of the
cultivated land (Fig. 3, Pl. 10). In the westerly direction, the survey in this region was conducted
only for 100 m, as the areas further west had suffered greatly through mining or quarrying activities.
A cemetery consisting of pits (Dahshur South, in the following DAS 46) is located 300 m
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southwest of the pyramid of Ameny-Qemau, situated on the slopes south of
the “Süd Wadi”. Remains of limestone blocks and fragments of rose granite and quartzite are
scattered on the surface. Unfortunately no diagnostic pottery could be found.
250 m southeast of this area is a narrow hill-ridge running southwest northeast. On the
highest point, lying at the south-western end of this ridge is a large shallow circular pit of about 12
m diameter; in its centre is a pit of 7 m in diameter and about 50 cm in depth (DAS 49). No
superstructure has remained, but large piles of mud brick debris and finely smoothed small
limestone blocks have fallen of the sides. A rim of a beer jar in the debris confirms a late Middle
Kingdom date.
The following ridge to the south (DAS 50) contained seven pits, ranging in diameters
between 5 and 12 m (Pl. 10). They are built one behind the other, the larger pits filling out the whole
flat space on the hilltops. Not much pottery was found, but the shapes, mostly beer jar rims, are of a
13th Dynasty date (Fig. 4.4). The next ridge to the south contains two large pits, DAS 51 and 52. The
latter is a 2 m deep pit, with a brick lined shaft visible in its centre.
The final ridge runs approximately north south, its southern end offering a good view of the
pyramid of Mazghuna-North lying to its southwest below. At the northern end of this ridge the
largest pit was found, DAS 53. It measures about 20 m in diameter and has a maximum depth of 4
m, suggesting the preperation for a very substantial superstructure. It is surrounded by extensive
amounts of mud brick debris and limestone chips falling off to the sides. Again, a beer jar rim found
in the debris is of a 13th Dynasty date (Fig. 4.4). The area between the pyramids of Mazghuna North
and South has suffered heavily through quarrying and mining activity. The small hill north of the
pyramid of Mazghuna-South contains traces of further pits. A beer jar body suggests a chronological
association with the pyramids to the north and south.
In summary, the investigated area in Dahshur South contained numerous remains of
previously unknown elite funerary structures of the 13th Dynasty. They are remarkable for their
18
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“strategic” placement on the hilltop ridges. The shape of the superstructures is now lost, but would
have originally been either mastabas or small pyramids. Whatever shape they had, they crowned
pyramid-like hills, thus the natural landscape was ingeniously used to enhance the effect of the in
some cases rather small architecture. With comparatively little effort a dramatic view from the
cultivated land was created, while most of the pyramids to the north and south remained largely
unfinished.

Pl. 10: Dahshur South 50/5, facing northeast.

Geodetic survey of the area of Dahshur
To obtain an accurate map of the pyramid field of Dahshur and the excavation areas, a geodetic
survey was carried out by J. Goischke and M. Schmidt with the help of E. Messmer. In this survey,
a net of measurement points was established which covers the whole area of Dahshur and ties in
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with existing geodetic survey points at Saqqara to create a unified and coherent coordinate grid for
the whole of the southern part of the Memphite necropolis. This measurement system was linked by
high precision GPS measurement to the worldwide UTM grid.
Detailed surveying concentrated on the area of the wadi cemetery east of the Red Pyramid.
For this area, a three dimensional digital model was created which allows for a virtual
reconstruction of the archaeological remains of the site within their landscape context.
______________________________
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